TFS to Azure DevOps
Migration Made Easy

How do you migrate from
TFS to unlock the benefits
of Azure DevOps but still
deliver business as usual?

Azure DevOps allows you to deliver more, faster.

Any Language
All code is treated equally! Use the
language that is right for you. This is not
just for .NET code running on Windows!

Any Cloud
Teams that adopt the essential
characteristics of cloud are
23x more likely* to be elite performers
*State of DevOps report 2018

Any Platform
1/3 of virtual servers on
Azure run Linux

Global
availability

Immediate access to
latest features

Simplified Azure
deployment

Focus on
delivering value

What if we
do nothing?

The end of mainstream support
for TFS will see your
operational risk increase

We can do
it ourselves!
We can use
a contractor!

We’ve developed
bespoke tooling and have
in-depth experience migrating
to Azure DevOps.
We are your quickest and
your lowest risk option

How will you
make sure you
can meet our
specific needs?

We’ll collaborate with you
from the very start,
to establish your requirements.
Then our experienced engineers
with execute the rest

We’ll deliver a fully functioning Azure DevOps
implementation with all the agreed objects migrated.

Workshop:

Plan:

We identify the best
migration approach for you

Identify exactly what will be
migrated including; source
code, work items, builds, etc

Migrate:

Test:

Migration to Azure
DevOps is performed

We use an Azure test
environment to ensure
that everything migrates
as expected

Urgent?
If needed, we can complete
this within 2-4 weeks

Immix is our flagship product and it was vital
that its migration to Azure DevOps was
handled with care and expertise.
DevOpsGroup delivered on both counts.
Mark Kenna, CS Product Manager at SureView Systems

Want to know more?
Check out our TFS to Azure
DevOps Service page

Click Here

